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Gloss values
- Market and technology leader for industrial polishing
- References include premium brands, sector leaders, OEMs
- Technical sales worldwide

Head office:  Ötigheim, Baden-Württemberg, 
  Germany
Year of founding:  1888
Certification:  DIN EN ISO 9001,  
  DIN EN ISO 50001
Formulations:  > 200
Innovation:  Every fifth formulation is less
  than 5 years old
Areas of application: Automotive clear coats, marine,
  musical instruments, watches,
  jewellery, sanitary fixtures,  
  furniture, household goods

Menzerna develops and produces premium quality  
polishes, cleaners and care products for gelcoat 
surfaces, automotive clear coats and a wide variety 
of industrially polished materials.

We have been maintaining and caring for the most 
sensitive surfaces of our customers for more than 
125 years. Extensive formulation know-how and a 
precise understanding of customer requirements 
have made us a technology leader for industrial 
polishing and a leading automotive industry supplier.
We offer variable and coherent polishing systems for 
all industrial and trade applications. 

Perfection in Polishing
Made in Germany.

Specialist



Greater Polishing Performance
for Gelcoat Surfaces.

Working economically with systematic polishing process
 Premium polishing products: especially 

 developed for all types of gelcoats
 Powerful, variable polishing system with the 

 latest technology
 Straightforward application and management 

 in the polishing process
 One-step products for working economically
 Long-lasting protection against environmental 

 influences (salt, dirt, lime growth, UV radiation)
 Surface quality according to the defined objective
 Preservation and smoothing of the gelcoat

Perfection in Polishing



Our Expertise -
Your Added Value

Protection and lasting value with the latest 
polishing technologies
 Optimum preparation of the surface being polished
 Removing bad scratches, chalking, yellowing,  
 fender marks
 Matching the surface quality in defective areas,  
 e.g. after repairs
 Achieving various gloss levels up to absolutely  
 hologram free
 Preserving the polishing result
 Coating the surface for economical flow characteristics  
 and long-lasting protection against adhesion

The First Choice for:
   Boat builders   
   Shipyards
 
   Boat reconditioners
   Boat lovers

   Service and Repair Shops

Marine Expertise



Process Example:

Gelcoat Premium 
One-Step Polish
Heading for bliss at high speed! Premium one-step 
polish pulls through at the highest level, from beginning 
to end.
Polishes to a high gloss in just one process step. Once 
around the boat – finish included. A look at the brilliant 
result gives you goose bumps. 

Surface condition: Strong yellowing, strong weathering/ 
 chalking, scratches, dull spots

Polishing result:  Perfect surface with brilliant gloss  
 even on dark gelcoats. Smooth surface  
 for the best flow characteristics. 

Polishing tool:  Lambs wool,  
 HEAVY CUT FOAM PAD 

Advantages:  - One-step process thanks to high- 
  tech minerals
 - All polishing steps with just one   
  product
 - Fast elimination of defects with the  
  highest gloss level
 - Straightforward processing, also on  
  large areas
 - Clean processing without raising  
  dust and dirt, thanks to optimised  
  binding

CUT

GLOSS



Process Example:

Gelcoat Premium Gloss 
Super Finish
Pure luxury! Premium Gloss is the flagship in the gloss  
class. An expression of love for the boat. Proud to turn  
heads.
The ultimate mirror finish of Premium Gloss is revealed  
to its best advantage on dark gelcoat surfaces. Gliding  
along weightlessly: the smooth and flawless surface  
makes it possible. Aesthetic and functional enjoyment for  
sailing and motor boats. 

Polishing result:  Absolutely hologram-free surface with  
    exclusive gloss, even on dark gelcoats.  
    Smooth surface for the best flow  
    characteristics. 

Polishing tool:  MEDIUM CUT FOAM PAD 
    SOFT CUT FOAM PAD

Advantages:  - Flawless surface for economical flow 
     characteristics
    - High-end polishing minerals produce  
     an ultimate deep gloss of the highest  
     quality  
    - Maintains and enhances the value of  
     the boat
    - Clean processing without raising dust  
     and dirt, thanks to optimised binding

CUT

GLOSS



Process Example:

Gelcoat Premium Protection
High-Tech Boat Sealant
Wellness for your boat. Relief at the stern, bow,  
starboard and port. Gelcoat Premium Protection  
offers long-lasting protection against adhesion and 
scratches. 
The latest polymer technologies create a visibly  
fresher and perceptibly smoother surface.  
Lively effect: less resistance, reduced consumption. 

Polishing result: Long-lasting surface protection,  
  preservation of the previously achieved  
  polish, protection  against environmen- 
  tal influences, deposits and scratches. 

Polishing tool:  WAX FOAM PAD,  
  microfiber cloth 

Advantages:  - Flawless surface for economical  
   flow characteristics
  - Maintains and enhances the value 
   of the boat
  - Effectively prevents adhesion, 
   even during extended lay days 
   and downtime



Process Example:

Universal Polishing Cream.
Metal Polish cleans and polishes stainless steel, aluminium, 
chrome, brass, copper and silver. It ensures the perfect  
gloss for steering wheel, anchor chain, bow rails, cleats,  
T-Tops and Towers. Also perfect on domestic and leisure  
parts like cutlery, sanitary fittings, metal instruments etc. 

Cleaning spray for especially thorough polishing.
The ultimate pre-cleaner to support the visual inspection  
of the coating surface being worked on. Removes polish  
residues, grease and contaminants prior to sealing. 

Metal Polish

Control Cleaner

Polishing tool: Microfiber cloth

Processing: 1. Apply by hand with microfiber 
 2. Polish with circular movements 
 3.  Remove residue with a clean,  

soft cloth

Polishing tool: Microfiber cloth

Processing: by hand
 
Advantages:  - Cleans without streaks 
 - Remove all traces of  
  polishing residues and  
  grease 
 - Perfect wiping

Hand Polishing Applicator  

Volume: 95 mm/3,5"
Item no;  26912.099.001

Polishing Adapter for Drilling Machines  

EU Thread: 26916.099.001
US Thread: 26916.099.133

Standard Microfiber Cloth  

Measures: 40 x 40 cm / 15 x 15"
Item no;  26924.099.001

Premium Microfiber Cloth  

Measures:  40 x 40 cm / 15 x 15"
Item no;  26923.099.001

Premium Backing Plate  

Volumes :  75 mm/ 3"
Item no;  26934.099.001 (EU Thread) 
 26934.099.133 (US Thread)
 123 mm/ 5"  
 26931.099.001 (EU Thread)
 26931.099.133 (US Thread)
 148 mm/ 6"  
 26935.099.001 (EU Thread)
 26935.099.133 (US Thread)

If no polishing machine is available, the ergonomic 
Menzerna hand polishing applicator or the adapter for 
a standard drill can be used to work with Menzerna 
high-performance polishes. The perfect polishing result 
is completed with Menzerna microfiber cloths.

Other accessories



The pads in different levels of hardness are optimally  
matched to the Menzerna polishes. The safety edge 
protects against damage from the backing plates. The 
washable foams adapt perfectly to the surface.

Advantages:    ■  Washable 
  ■  Safety edge 
  ■  High quality Velcro
  ■  Comfortable application 
  ■  Durable, long-lasting foam

Application: Rotary, orbital, by hand

Volume:   95 mm / 3,5" 
  150 mm / 6" 
  180 mm / 7"

Pad Program
HEAVY CUT FOAM PAD
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Products Recommended use
Premium Backing Plates 75 mm / 3" 123 mm / 5" 148 mm / 6" Rotary

26934.099.001 26931.099.001 26935.099.001
Premium Foam Polishing Pads 95 mm /3,5" 150 mm / 6" 180 mm / 7" Rotary, Orbital
Heavy Cut Foam Pad 26907.099.001 26900.224.010 26901.099.001
Medium Cut Foam Pad 26908.099.001 26900.224.011 26902.099.001
Soft Cut Foam Pad 26909.099.001 26900.224.012 26903.099.001
Wax Foam Pad 26910.099.001 26900.224.013 26904.099.001
Standard Foam Polishing Pads 150 mm / 6" Rotary
Pad Hard White  26900.223.002
Pad Medium Yellow  26900.223.003
Pad Soft Black 26900.223.004
Orbital Wool Pads 90 mm / 3,5" 140 mm / 5,5" 165 mm / 6,5" Orbital

26913.099.001 26914.099.001 26915.099.001
Premium Lambswool Pad 150 mm / 6" Rotary

26917.099.001
Crater Shaped Lambswool Pad 230 mm / 9" Rotary

26906.099.001
Double Sided Lambswool Pad 230 mm / 9" Rotary

26918.099.001 EU Thread
Adapter 26918.099.133 US Thread



Marine
System

PREMIUM
SYSTEM

RESULT

Cleaning the surface before 
polishing by: 
- Spraying with conventional  
 cleaners
- Using water with diluted  
 cleaning agent concentrate
- Rinse with plenty of water!

- Fender marks, scrapes
- Bad scratches
- Very severe weathering/ 
 dirt
- Surface preparation for 
 polishing after repairs
- Paint spray

- Strong yellowing
- Strong weathering/ 
 chalking
- Scratches
- Dull spots

- Light signs of usage

DEGREE OF SURFACE EXPOSURE

Perfect surface with 
brilliant gloss on light 
gelcoats and great gloss 
on dark surfaces.

Absolutely  
hologram-free  
surface with  
exclusive gloss, 
even on dark 
gelcoats

MEDIUM 
CUT FINISH PROTECTION

HEAVY CUT FOAM PAD, 
Lambs wool

WAX FOAM PAD, 
Microfiber cloth

SOFT CUT FOAM PAD
MEDIUM CUT FOAM PAD

heavy lightstrong

HEAVY 
CUT

Long-lasting surface  
protection, preservation 
of the previously achieved 
polish, protection against 
environmental influences 
and deposits. 

optional


